You Can Get There From Here

Within 15 miles of town, there are more than a dozen city and Forest Service trailheads linking you to well over a hundred miles of stunning Beartooth Mountain scenery, and fewer than half of them are restricted to foot-or-horse traffic only. So whether you’re on foot, horseback, two tires or four, there’s a trail here that’s calling your name.

1 NICHOLS CREEK
I can see town from here! About 300 yards from the car, take the detour to your right for about ½ mile. The views are awesome. Hike: ☀ Bike: ☐

2 3 SILVER RUN/INGLES CREEK
See map for a detailed information.

4 WILD BILL LAKE
Best kid-fishing pond ever! (Kids fishing, not fishing for kids!) Wheelchair accessible + picnic tables + lots of fish = Afternoon Bliss. Hike: ☀ Bike: ☐

5 BASIN LAKES TRAIL
Great way to cool down! ½ mile in there's a waterfall in such a narrow canyon, it's 20˚ cooler than everywhere else. Hike: ☀ Bike: ☐

6 TIMBERLINE LAKE TRAIL
This trail goes through an '08 burn, so be prepared for not much shade. But the lakes are pretty and full of Brookies! Hike: ☀ Bike: ☐

7 SENIA CREEK TRAIL
Another steep one! Climb about 2,000' in 2½ miles, straight up to the Red Lodge Creek Plateau. Hike: ☀ ☀ Bike: ☐

8 WEST FORK TRAIL
This one's got everything! Waterfalls, nice-n-easy walk, amazing views, quick afternoon jaunt or 3-day over-the-top loop. Hike: ☀ ☀ ☀ Bike: ☐

1 BEARTRACK TRAIL
This one is up, up, up! to Silver Run Plateau at over 10,000’. Take Timberline or Silver Run/Ingles Creek Trails down. Hike: ☀ ☀ ☀ Bike: ☐

2 PARKSIDE REC. TRAIL
Easy to lose, but hard to get lost on. Super family-friendly, past campgrounds and along the creek for 2 easy miles. Hike: ☀ ☀ Bike: ☐

3 HELLOARING LAKES TRAIL
The road’s a hair-raising 6 miles—high clearance vehicles only—but you can walk forever from here! Hike: ☀ ☀ Bike: ☐

4 LINE CREEK PLATEAU TRAIL
The trail’s mostly flat, but you feel every foot of elevation gain when you’re at 9,500’! Be ready for wind & rain! Hike: ☀ ☀ Bike: ☐

5 GLACIER LAKE TRAIL
The road getting to the trailhead can be rough, but this steep 1½-mile beauty of a trail never, ever disappoints. Hike: ☀ ☀ ☀ Bike: ☐

1 LAKE FORK TRAIL
Probably the best-loved trail around! You’re never far from the creek, but stay sharp! Moose love this trail, too :-)
Hike: ☀ ☀ ☀ Bike: ☐

1 FACE OF THE MTN. TRAIL
Awesome trail! This could’ve been the Beartooth Highway; 1919 plans for a road over the Plateau started here. Hike: ☀ ☀ ☀ Bike: ☐

1 WILLOW CREEK TRAIL
Great biking trail! Start at RLM’s lower lot and drop 800’ in 2 miles. Don’t miss the cave near the bottom! Hike: ☀ Bike: ☐

1 ROCKY FORK TRAIL
Perfect for kids! This easy 3-mile walk showcases the beauty of Red Lodge and our stunning Beartooth Front. Hike: ☀ Bike: ☐

Special thanks to Beartooth Recreational Trails Association, a non-profit group dedicated to promoting non-motorized trails in the Red Lodge area. To volunteer or stay up-to-date on all the projects they have going on this year, sign up for their newsletter at www.BeartoothTrails.org.
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